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SMALL ERRORS WITH BIG CONSEQUENCES
Cataloging process

Catalogers normally focus on key elements such as:

- Accurate transcription of bibliographic data
- Addition of authorized access points
- Assignment of correct call numbers
- Assignment of appropriate subject headings

However, all aspects of the resulting bibliographic record are important in varying degrees
Small errors

Some small errors can have a significant impact on:

- Indexing and retrievability – if catalog users cannot find the resource, they cannot use the resource
- Identification of the resource – may have an impact on user recognition of a needed resource and often gets in the way of automatic processing of duplicate records
- Impact on copy cataloging workflows – particularly if you need to identify and fix these kinds of errors
- Impact on local system processing – varies by system
Single digit incorrectly coded

Issue: Incorrectly coded nonfiling indicators
Impact: Incorrect indexing of titles – inability to search title phrases (and title keywords in some cases) – impact on DDR and the ability to automatically eliminate duplicate records

Common cases:
245 00 The sacred books of the Hindus
245 00 Der Jacobi'sche Garten zu Pempelfort bei Düsseldorf
245 00 La cabeza del diablo
Single digit incorrectly coded

Cases without nonfiling indicator where article was retained:
246 1 First line of text: The shades of night were falling fast

Cases that are more difficult to find where no article is present and the nonfiling indicator is coded with a value other than zero:
245 12 Study of heat transfer to the end wall of a shock tube
245 13 Administración para pequeños empresarios
740 41 Story of the collection and the museum

This last case affects keyword indexing of the title
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE AZTEC MOVEMENT IN TURKEYAN IN THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY FOCUSING ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIBLIODESY'S IDEA OF EDUCATIONAL REFORM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ANGELO CONCENTRATION CAMPS AND THE SANCTUARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JADER AND UNIVERISTI JI PROJECT RESEARCH REPORTS ON THE 4TH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOINT RESEARCH PROJECT BETWEEN JADER AND UNIVERSITI JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JAPAN COLLECTION OF ESSAYS ON TOURISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JAPAN KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JAPAN KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JAPANESE CITIES-IMPERIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JAPANESE LEGACY BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JAPANNAIN UNIVERSITY IN THE TIMES OF THE COMMISSION OF NATIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JAPAN UNIVERSITY YOUNG MEN'S COLLEGE QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JAPANIZANS AS PATRONS OF THE ARTS IN LUPPER LUSATIA IN THE YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460-1566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARU MAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS CHILDREN PRE CULTIC CENTAL ASIA MODIFIED GOSPEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS CHILDREN TEXT IMMERME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS DIAMORAN FROM ARGENTINA WHAT 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS JEWEL ITALIANO 2522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS MUSCOLO ALMALI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS REP. JUVENTAS OF THEIR ACCUSATIONS AGAINST IMAN MUHAMMAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASIRUDDIN AL ALI ALI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS STORY WOOD COUNTY CHICAGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS OF LINCOLN COUNTY 1521-1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS SIVARA ON A PILGRIM CARACULA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JARRIANS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Personal name access points

Which one is incorrect?

700 1 Beethoven, Ludwig van, #d 1770-1827.
700 1 Custer, George A. #q (George Armstrong), #d 1839-1876.
700 1 Lincoln, Abraham, #d 1809-1865.
700 1 Patton, George S. #q (George Smith), #d 1885-1945.
700 1 Rasputin, Grigorii Efimovich, #d 1869-1916.
700 1 Robespierre, Maximilien, #d 1758-1794.
700 1 Scriabin, Aleksandr Nikolayevich, #d 1872-1915.
700 1 Twain. Mark, #d 1835-1910.
700 1 Washington, George, #d 1732-1799.
Personal name access points

It was just a comma incorrectly keyed as a period:

700 1 Twain[Mark, #d 1835-1910.

But, that is enough to cause the access point to be indexed incorrectly:

TWAIN MARK 1835 1910
vs.
TWAIN, MARK 1835 1910

Fortunately, this does not affect the ability to control a heading.
Personal name access points
Character issues

Correct use of characters does matter—it’s not just how it appears to the catalog user, it’s as much how it appears to the system

245 00 Bake at 375° [that is a degree symbol]
245 00 Bake at 375⁰ [that is a superscript zero]

Per NACO normalization used in WorldCat indexing
245 00 BAKE AT 375
245 00 BAKE AT 3750
## Character issues

Are these the same or different: Москва vs. Москва?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Москва</th>
<th>Москва</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U+041C: CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER EM</td>
<td>U+041C: CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER EM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+043E: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER O</td>
<td>U+006F: LATIN SMALL LETTER O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0441: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ES</td>
<td>U+0063: LATIN SMALL LETTER C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+043A: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER KA</td>
<td>U+043A: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER KA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0432: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER VE</td>
<td>U+0432: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER VE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0430: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER A</td>
<td>U+0430: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Character issues

- Expansion to use of all Unicode characters has made correct coding of characters more important than ever before
- Incorrect characters can cause bibliographic records to be incorrectly indexed and to fail to match
- You can check suspicious or problematic text by copying and pasting text into this website:

  http://www.babelstone.co.uk/Unicode/whatisit.html
Character issues

- As seen in the previous slide, non-Latin characters resembling Latin characters may be difficult to spot, and may lead to unexpected results:

In this case, the first E in the title is really ye (a.k.a. U+0415 : CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER IE). This produces no Validation errors, but the 2nd 245 with less-than, greater-than, period, should cause you to wonder if something might be out of place somewhere within the 245 above (which behind the scenes is really coded as an 880). After thoroughly reviewing the field and not immediately identifying the character or characters causing the 245 to flip into this linked pair, my next stop would be http://www.babelstone.co.uk/Unicode/whatisit.html?

As for why the 2nd 245 is given as "<>", that would be because all records within Connexion client must have an actual 245. If one is not found, a place-holder field with <> is added, linked to the 880 coded as corresponding to the 245.
When characters are invisible, it's difficult to come up with a screen shot of them. However, in this case, you might be able to notice a significant break between the 4th and 5th lines. A record containing a carriage return, and/or line feed was imported into Connexion, resulting in the display seen here. Not seen here is a non-breaking space character between "term" and "is" within the parentheses on the 5th line. For this specific example, I created the record and then imported it into Connexion in a local save file. I was unable to successfully import tab characters, but that doesn't mean that tabs, in addition to these and other essentially invisible characters, aren't lurking within WorldCat database records. In the case of carriage returns and line feeds, Validation will produce an error message, "520 occurrence 1, $a occurrence 1, position 502 - invalid character - data must be ALA characters". Other hidden characters may or may not produce a Validation error message--NBSP does not.

Why are the other hidden characters a problem? One reason is that when conducting a phrase search within Connexion client on “the autoregressive term is large” (with spaces between each term), that phrase will not be found.
Character issues

- Precomposed vs. decomposed diacritics
- E.G.: é vs. é
- More of an issue in authority records than in bibliographic records
- Some Connexion macros may not be able to read fields with precomposed diacritics
- Macro workaround: MarcEdit and the WorldCat Metadata API

Characters containing diacritics are generally stored in WorldCat in the form in which they enter the database, either decomposed, in which a combining diacritic is applied to a letter, or precomposed, in which a there is a single character representing a letter with all of its associated diacritics built-in. Within the LC/NACO Authority File, all characters must be decomposed, or they risk being rejected by a NACO node upon distribution, or being improperly indexed within OCLC. For bibliographic records, the form of diacritics is less important, but some Connexion macros may have more difficulty reading precomposed characters, mangling a field as they attempt to act upon it. As a workaround to this issue, users with access to the WorldCat Metadata API could make use of MarcEdit’s built-in functionality for handling precomposed characters, to convert them to their decomposed equivalents, and then replace the WorldCat record. Once that is done, Connexion macros which require decomposed characters should be able to work with the freshly updated records.
Looking through the Insert Symbol tool within PowerPoint, I found this sample of curly apostrophes or quotations, including a few that are spacing modifier characters, along with a prime and double prime; plus the triple dot ellipsis character, figure dash, en dash, em dash, and horizontal bar. While these might be useful in a word processing document, they cause troubles within bibliographic records--there is no reason to be using any of these when a simple apostrophe, quotation mark, 3 dots, or one or two hyphens would work more universally across systems.
While many modern systems may be able to handle these, when MARC data is transferred across various systems, use of these smart characters will frequently lead to one of the more infamous characters...
Based on discussions on OCLC-CAT and elsewhere in the cataloging world, it seems some of you are familiar character. When systems corrupt characters beyond recognition, this character, the Replacement Character, takes their place. OCLC Metadata Quality has been hunting these down throughout the database, and have been doing what we can to prevent them from being introduced into WorldCat records in the first place. They will cause a field to turn into an 880, with 066 Zsym, so if you see that in 066, your first thought should be to look for any FFFD characters that don’t belong. This is particularly true when you notice duplicated fields, as seen earlier with the Cyrillic “ye” character.
No place, no publisher, no date, etc.

It should be *publisher not identified* rather than:
No place, no publisher, no date, etc.

Why does any of this matter? It has an impact on record matching and deduping, e.g.,
John Wiley & Sons = Wiley
s.n. = publisher not identified
but
Wiley ≠ Macmillan
and
publisher not identified ≠ name of publisher omitted
## No place, no publisher, no date, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>publisher</th>
<th>not</th>
<th>identified, available, certain, cited, defined, described, designated, determinable, determined, displayed, established, evaluated, fixed, found, given, identifiable, indicated, known, listed, located, mentioned, named, noted, on label, present, presented, provided, published, recognised, recognized, recorded, shown, specified, stated, submitted, supplied, transcribed, verified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>publisher name</td>
<td>cannot be</td>
<td>is not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publishers name</td>
<td>was not</td>
<td>has not been</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name of publisher</td>
<td>un-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no publisher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no publishers name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no publisher’s name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no name of publisher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No place, no publisher, no date, etc.*
No place, no publisher, no date, etc.
Relator terms and codes

Which one is correct?

100 1 Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, #d 1756-1791. #4 cmp
100 1 Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, #d 1756-1791. #4 com

#e author of introduction
#e writer of introduction
#e introduction author
#e introduction writer
**Relator terms and codes**

- Errors in relator terms and codes are easy to make
- Short term impact on copy cataloging if catalogers feel a need to review and correct these elements
- Longer term impact the use of the cataloging data for linked data when attempting to identify the nature of the relationship
Other MARC codes

- MARC codes may be concise
- MARC codes are often based on the corresponding English-language term
- Guessing at a code is never a good idea
- Codes in the fixed-field such as *Type*, *BLvl*, *Form*, and *TMat* are essential for correct indexing and identification
Consider the fixed-field coding for Ctry. Which of the following combinations are correct?

1) Ctry: sw – 264 1 Geneva, Switzerland
2) Ctry: sz – 264 1 Geneva, Switzerland
3) Ctry: sw – 264 1 Manzini, Swaziland
4) Ctry: sz – 264 1 Manzini, Swaziland

Codes in Ctry are used in DDR processing when identifying and eliminating duplicate records from the database.
Small errors with big consequences

“A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds …”
—Ralph Waldo Emerson

Obviously, Emerson never worked with cataloging data in MARC 21 where consistency, foolish as some of it may seem, accomplishes what is needed to make library resources available.
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